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SILVER BLOOD 
 
 
THE NEXT GENERATION ERA ONLY, POST-2374 
 

In its natural state, the Silver Blood is a biomimetic metallic fluid found on a Class Y demon 
planet in the Vaskan sector of the Delta Quadrant. Made of deuterium and dichromates, the 
Silver Blood is able to mimic any biological entities and technology that it comes into 
contact with, copying memories, personalities, and even computer programs perfectly. The 
Silver Blood became sentient for the first time when the crew of the U.S.S. Voyager 
encountered it in 2374. The deuterium lifeforms copied Voyager and her crew. Soon after, 
the Silver Blood copies left the demon planet, believing themselves to be the original crew 
of Voyager. Disaster struck when subspace radiation from an enhanced warp drive 
destabilized them, and the ship and all aboard were lost. However, that ill-fated ship and 
crew may not be the only copies that exist, and other lifeforms and technologies may have 
been copied by the Silver Blood. 

 
EXAMPLE VALUE: Duplicate Or Not, I Am Real. 
 
Ø ATTRIBUTES: As the origin species. 

 

Ø TRAIT: Silver Blood. In addition to species traits from the origin species, Silver Blood 
duplicates also exhibit native resistance to Class Y demon planet conditions. They are 
almost indistinguishable from the original, but may be identified as Silver Blood via a 
dichromate catalyst. They are also susceptible to nadion radiation and certain types of 
subspace radiation that would normally be harmless, such as those emitted by 
enhanced warp cores. Exposure causes molecular cohesion and acute cellular 
degradation. Renewed contact with the original may re-stabilize their form. Over time, 
Silver Bloods risk forgetting that they are copies. 
 

Ø TALENTS: The character receives access to all talents of the origin species. A Silver 
Blood character must select the Demon Planet Origin talent during character creation. 

 

DEMON PLANET ORIGIN 
REQUIREMENT: Silver Blood, must be taken at some point at Character Creation. 

You are a biomimetic deuterium lifeform originating from a Class Y demon planet, and can 
survive in harsh conditions such as dense, toxic, and highly corrosive atmospheres, surface 
temperatures that exceed 200 C, and thermionic radiation. You do not require a suit to 
survive on a Class Y planet. Newly-created Silver Blood copies can only breathe Class Y 
atmosphere at first, requiring 2d20 days before they gain an adaptation to the atmospheric 
mix required by the origin species. 


